


History of Italy

The assumptions on the etymology of the name "Italia" are very numerous and the corpus of the 
solutions proposed by historians and linguists is very wide. According to one of the more common 
explanations, the term Italia, from Latin:Italia, was borrowed through Greek from the Oscan 
Víteliú, meaning "land of young cattle" (cf. Lat: vitulus"calf", Umbvitlo "calf").The bull was a symbol 
of the southern Italic tribes and was often depicted goring the Roman wolf as a defiant symbol of 
free Italy during the Social War.

Ancient times

Italy was inhabited for 40,000 years ago by ancient tribes. Between the 17th and the 11th 
centuries BC established contacts with Italy and in the 8th and 7th centuries BC Greek Colonies 
were established all along the coast of Sicily and the southern part of the Italian Peninsula became 
known as Magna Graecia. Also the Phoenicians established colonies on the coasts of Sardinia and 
Sicily. 

Rome, a modest agricultural community conventionally founded in 753 BC, grew over the course of 
centuries into a massive empire, stretching from  Britain to the borders of  Persia, and engulfing 
the whole  Mediterranean basin, in which Greek and Roman cultures merged into a unique 

civilization. The Roman Imperial legacy has deeply 
influenced Western civilization for the following 
millennia. Ancient Rome shaped most of the Modern 
World. In a slow decline since the late 2nd century AD, 
the Empire broke into two parts in 395 AD. The 
Western Roman Empire, under the pressure of the 
Barbarian invasions, eventually dissolved in 476 AD, 
when the last western Empero was deposed by the 
Germanic chief Odoacer, while the Eastern half of the  

Empire survived for another thousand years.

Middle ages 

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Italy was conquered by so many different countries that we 
would need a book just to speak about them. Just remind that for the next 1,300 years there won’t 
be a political unity.

From the 6th century till the 14th , Italy saw: Ostrogoths, Byzantines, Charlemagne, the formation of 
the Papal State, the rise of medieval communes (see Dante Alighieri) and Maritime Republics (see 
the Venice of the Othello , Shakespeare),ecc…..the middle age for Italy is quite a mess: crusades, 
Sicily as an Islamic emirate, then the descent of the Lombard to the South, and the table tennis 
game between same major European families for some realms……a complete caos and dark age till 
the Humanism and Renaissance.
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Early Modern

In the 14th and 15th centuries, northern-central Italy was divided into 
a number of warring city-states, the rest of the peninsula being 
occupied by the larger Papal States and the Kingdom of Sicily, referred 
to here as Naples. The strongest among these city-states gradually 
absorbed the surrounding territories giving birth to the Signorie, 
regional states often led by merchant families which founded local 
dynasties. War between the city-states was endemic, and primarily 
fought by armies of mercenaries known as condottieri, bands of 
soldiers drawn from around Europe, especially Germany and 
Switzerland, led largely by Italian captains.Decades of fighting 
eventually saw Florence, Milan  and Venice emerged as the dominant 
players that agreed to the Peace of Lodi in 1454, which saw relative 
calm brought to the region for the first time in centuries. This peace would hold for the next forty 
years.

The Renaissance, a period of vigorous revival of the arts and culture, originated in Italy thanks to a 
number of factors, as the great wealth accumulated by merchant cities, the patronage of its 
dominant families like the Medici of Florence, and the migration of Greek scholars and texts to 
Italy following the Conquest of Constantinople at the hands of the Ottoman Turks. The Italian 
Renaissance peaked in the mid-16th century as foreign invasions plunged the region into the 
turmoil of the Italian Wars. The ideas and ideals of the Renaissance soon spread into Northern 
Europe, France, England and much of Europe. In the meantime, the discovery of the Americas, the 
new routes to Asia discovered by the Portuguese and the rise of the Ottoman Empire, all factors 
which eroded the traditional Italian dominance in trade with the East, caused a long economic 
decline in the peninsula.

Following the Italian Wars (1494 to 1559), ignited by the rivalry between France and Spain, the 
city-states gradually lost their independence and came under foreign domination, first under Spain 
(1559 to 1713) and then Austria (1713 to 1796). During the Napoleonic Wars, northern-central 
Italy was invaded and reorganized as a new Kingdom of Italy, a client state of the French Empire, 
while the southern half of the peninsula was administered by Joachim Murat, Napoleon's brother-
in-law, who was crowned as King of Naples. The 1814 Congress of Vienna restored the situation of 
the late 18th century, but the ideals of the French Revolution could not be eradicated, and soon re-
surfaced during the political upheavals that characterized the first part of the 19th century.
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 Italian unification, Liberal Italy and the Great War

The birth of the Kingdom of Italy was the result of efforts by 
Italian nationalists and monarchists loyal to the House of Savoy 
to establish a united kingdom encompassing the entire Italian 
Peninsula. In the context of the 1848 liberal revolutions that 
swept through Europe, an unsuccessful war was declared on 
Austria. The Kingdom of Sardinia again attacked the Austrian 
Empire in the Second Italian War of Independence of 1859, with 
the aid of France, resulting in liberating Lombardy.

In 1860–61, general Giuseppe Garibaldi led the drive for 
unification in Naples and Sicily at first, and the annexation of 
Venice and the Papal State in a second time.

Fascist Regime, Second world war, republic 

The socialist agitations that followed the devastation of the Great War, inspired by the Russian 
Revolution, led to turmoil and anarchy throughout Italy. The liberal establishment, fearing a Soviet-
style revolution, started to endorse the small National Fascist Party, led by Benito Mussolini. In 
October 1922 the blackshirts attempted a coup (the "March on Rome"). The coup itself was a 
failure, but at the last minute king Victor Emmanuel III refused to proclaim the state of siege and 
appointed Mussolini prime minister. Over the next few years, Mussolini banned all political parties 
and curtailed personal liberties, thus forming a dictatorship, who attracted international attention 
and that served as the inspiration, among others countries, for Nazi Germany and Francoist Spain, 
in Europe and outside.

In 1935 Mussolini invaded Ethiopia and allied with Nazi Germany and the Empire of Japan and 
strongly supported Francisco Franco in the Spanish civil war. Italy entered World War II on June 10, 
1940.

Sicily was then invaded by the Allies in July 1943, leading to the collapse of the Fascist regime and 
the fall of Mussolini on 25 July. On 8 September 1943, Italy surrendered. The Germans shortly 
succeeded in taking control of northern and central Italy. The country remained a battlefield for 
the rest of the war, as the Allies were slowly moving up from the south.

In the north, the Germans set up the Italian Social Republic (RSI), a Nazi puppet state with 
Mussolini installed as leader. The post-armistice period saw the rise of a large anti-fascist 
resistance movement, the Resistenza. Hostilities ended on 29 April 1945, when the German forces 
in Italy surrendered. Nearly half a million Italians (including civilians) died in the conflict, and the 
Italian economy had been all but destroyed; per capital income in 1944 was at its lowest point 
since the beginning of the 20th century.

Italy became a republic after a referendum  held on 2 June 1946, a day celebrated since as Republic 
Day. This was also the first time that Italian women were entitled to vote. 

Victor Emmanuel III's son, Umberto II, was forced to abdicate and exiled. The Republican 
Constitution was approved on 1 January 1948. 
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TRENTO

Trento (sometimes Anglicized as Trent, local dialects Trènt; German: Trient) is an Italian city located 
in the Adige River valley in Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol. It is the capital of Trentino  (Welschtirolor 
Italian Tyrol). 

In the 16th century, the city was the location of the Council of Trent.

Trento is an educational, scientific, financial and political centre in Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol, in 
Tyrol and Northern Italy in general. 

The University of Trento ranks highly out of Italy's top 30 colleges, coming 1st in the Italian Ministry 
of Education, Universities and Research ranking, 2nd according to Censis ranking and 5th in the 

ranking of Italian universities. The city contains a picturesque Medieval and Reinaissance historic 
centre, with ancient buildings such as Trento Cathedral and the Castello del Buonconsiglio.

Together with other Alpine towns Trento engages in the Alpine Town of the Year Association for 
the implementation of the Alpine Convention to achieve sustainable development in the Alpine 
Arc. Trento was awarded Alpine Town of the Year 2004.

Modern-day Trento is a cosmopolitan city, with highly-developed and organized modern social 
services. The city often ranks extremely highly out of all 103 Italian cities for quality of life,

 standard of living, and business and job opportunities, coming 1st, 6th and 2nd respectively. 
Trento is also one of the nation's wealthiest and most prosperous, with its province being one of 
the richest in Italy.
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Geography
The township of Trento encompasses the town centre as well as many suburbs of extremely varied 
geographical and population conditions (from the industrial suburb of Gardolo, just north of the 
city, to tiny mountain hamlets on Monte Bondone). Various distinctive suburbs still retain their 
traditional identity of rural or mountain villages. 

Trento lies in a wide glacial valley called the Adige valley ust south of the Alps foothill range 
Dolomite Mountains, where the Fersina River and Avisio rivers join the Adige River (the second 
longest river in Italy). River Adige is one of the three main south-flowing Alpine rivers; its broadly 
curving course alongside Trento was straightened in 1850.[6] The valley is surrounded by 
mountains, including Vigolana (2,150 m), Monte Bondone (2,181 m), Paganella(2,124m), Marzola 
(1,747 m) and Monte Calisio (1,096m). Nearby lakes include Lake Caldonazzo, Lake Levico, Lake 
Garda and Lake Toblino.

Society and economy
The city owes much of its unique economy to its position along the main communication route between 
Italy and Northern Europe and to the Adige river which prior to its diversion in the mid-19th century ran 
through the center of the city. The Adige river was formerly a navigable river and one of the main 
commercial routes in the Alps. The original course of the river is now covered by the Via Torre Vanga, Via 
Torre Verde and the Via Alessandro Manzoni.

As late as the Second World War, Trento depended on wine-making and silk. The manufacturing 
industry installed in the post-war period has been mostly dismantled. Today Trento thrives on 
commerce, services, tourism, high-quality agriculture and food industry (including wine, fruit), as a 
research and conference center thanks to a small but renowned university and internationally 
renowned research centers such as Bruno Kessler Fondation, active in both fundamental and 
applied research, the Italian-German Historical Institute, the Centre for Computational and 
Systems Biology and ECT, active in theoretical nuclear studies and part of FBK, and as logistics and 
transportation thoroughfare.

Valued pink and white porphyry is still excavated from some surrounding areas (Pila). This stone 
can be seen in many of Trento's buildings, both new and old.

The city has two long-running annual sporting events: the Giro al Sas (a 10 km - professional road 
running competition) was first held in the city in 1907 and continues to the present,while the “Giro 
del Trentino" is an annual road cycling race which the city has hosted every year since 1963.

Main sights

Although off the beaten path of mass tourism, Trento offers rather interesting monuments. Its 
architecture has a unique feel, with both Italian Renaissance and Germanic influences. The city 
center is small, and most Late-Medieval and Renaissance buildings have been restored to their 
original pastel colours and wooden balconies. Part of the medieval city walls is still visible in Piazza 
Fiera, along with a circular tower. Once, these walls encircled the whole town and were connected 
to the Castello del Buonconsiglio. 
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The main monuments of the city include:

 Duomo   (Cathedral of Saint Vigilius), a Romanesque-Gothic cathedral of the twelfth-
thirteenth century, built on top of a late-Roman basilica (viewable in an underground 
crypt). Piazza Duomo, on the side of the Cathedral, with frescoed Renaissance buildings and 
the Late Baroque Fountain of Neptune (Fontana di Nettuno) built in 1767-1768.

 Castello del Buonconsiglio  , which includes a museum and the notable Torre dell'Aquila, 
with a cycle of fine Gothic frescoes depicting the months, commissioned by the prince-
bishop Georg von Lichtenstein.                     

 MUSE (New science museum ) The MuSe is the science museum of Trento. The original 
building was designed by Italian architect Renzo Piano. The MuSe is located immediately 
south of the historic Palace of aspen trees, The aspen trees in the residential area, also 
designed by Renzo Piano.  The MuSe was opened July 27, 2013 and replaced, continues the 
work of the Tridentine Museum of Natural Sciences

Trento also sports modernist architecture, including the train station and the central post office, 
both by rationalist architect Angiolo Mazzoni. In particular, the train station (1934–36) is 
considered a landmark building of Italian railways architecture and combines many varieties of 
local stone with the most advanced building materials of the time: glass, reinforced concrete, 
metal. The post office was once decorated with colored windows by Fortunato Depero, but these 
were destroyed during bombings in World War II. Other buildings of that time include the Grand 
Hotel (by G. Lorenzi) with some guest rooms furnished with futurist furniture by Depero, and the 
"R. Sanzio" Primary School built in 1931–34 and designed by Adalberto Libera.

An aeronautical museum (Museo dell'Aeronautica Gianni Caproni) is located in Mattarello, near 
Trento Airport.

The Museo Tridentino di Scienze Naturali (Trent Museum of Natural Sciences), a museum of 
natural history and science, is located in the city center.

Trento's surroundings are known for the mountain landscapes, and are the destination of both 
summer and winter tourism. The Alpine Botanical Garden, located on Monte Bondone in Le Viote, 
was founded in 1938. Trento is also the venue of a Mountain Film Festival
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How to reach Trento

MAIN AIRPORTS

 VENICE (MARCO POLO)  

Take the bus in front of the station and reach the train station of Venezia Mestre. 
Sometimes there is a direct train to Trento, but the most common and cheap thing to do is 
to take the train for Padova and then the one for Trento, passing through Bassano del 
Grappa. The cheapest solution costs 9,80 Euros and it is a 3 hour, 30 minutes journey.

To check timetables : www.trenitalia.com (be sure that the windows where you fill the date 
and the time is the one whith “tutti I treni”, the grey one. If you are in the red one, “le 
frecce”, solutions are much more expensive.)

 TREVISO  

You can find the bus of the ACTT outside the airport, on the right. The Ticket is available on 
Airport/Train Station (1,20 Euro) or in bus (2,50 Euro). To check the timetable: 
http://www.actt.it/ajaxfilemanager/uploaded/Orari/orari%20feriali%20invernali%20linea
%206.pdf

Get off the bus at the train station (“Stazione FS”).

The cheaper way to reach Trento by train is trough Castelfranco Veneto and Bassano del 
Grappa. You have to change the train at these stations and when you reach Trento, you are 
here! (NOT Trento San Bartolameo!) With this route is approximately 9,35 Euros, something 
less than 3 hours and 30 minutes. To check timetables : www.trenitalia.com (be sure that 
the windows where you fill the date and the time is the one whith “tutti I treni”, the grey 
one. If you are in the red one, “le frecce”, solutions are much more expensive.)

 VERONA  

The first rides from airport to the train station are at 5:35 and 6:30, then every 20 minutes 
till 23:10; cost: 6 Euros. From the train station you have to take the train to Trento: the 
cheapest solution usually is 7,15 Euros, 1 hour or 1 hour and 20 minutes, depends on the 
kind of train. To check timetables : www.trenitalia.com (be sure that the windows where 
you fill the date and the time is the one whith “tutti I treni”, the grey one. If you are in the 
red one, “le frecce”, solutions are much more expensive.)
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 MILAN-BERGAMO  

There is a bus of ATB that connects the Caravaggio Airport to the train station of Bergamo, 
with a drive every 20 minutes. To check the timetable: 
http://www.atb.bergamo.it/ITA/Default.aspx?SEZ=2&PAG=126&NOT=257

Take the train to Treviglio, then to Verona Porta Nuova, then to Trento. Asks for regional 
trains to get cheaper tickets. The cheapest solution costs 15,90 Euros and it is 3 hours and 
30 minutes long. To check timetables : www.trenitalia.com (be sure that the windows 
where you fill the date and the time is the one whith “tutti I treni”, the grey one. If you are 
in the red one, “le frecce”, solutions are much more expensive.)

YOUR MINIMAL DICTIONARY

BASICS:

Hallo/ Bye    _________________ Ciao

Good morning ________________Buon Giorno

good evening _________________Buona Sera

good night  ___________________Buona Notte

How are you? _________________ Come stai?

My name is...   _________________  Mi chiamo...

Nice to meet you _______________ Piacere di conoscerti

 Thank you _____________________Grazie

See you tomorrow _______________Ci vediamo domani

Yes/ No / Perhaps  _______________Si / NO / Forse

It depends... ____________________Dipende ...

Never Mind _____________________Non fa niente
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NUMBERS:

0     zero

1    Uno

2     Due

3    Tre 

4     Quattro

5     Cinque

6     Sei

7     Sette

8    Otto

9    Nove

10   Dieci

100  Cento

1000  Mille 

ON THE ROAD:

What's the time?  _________Che ora è?

I don't speak Italian  _______Io non parlo italiano

Street/Square ____________Via/ Piazza

I don't understand _________Non capisco

Where is/are....  __________ Dove è / Dove sono?

Where is the toilet  ________Dove è il bagno?

Thank you ________________Grazie

Please  ___________________Per favore

               Cheers ___________________Salute 

Exit ______________________Uscita

Train/ Bus / Taxi ____________Treno / Autobus / Taxi



IN A SHOP:

How much is it?  __________Quanto costa?

What is this? _____________Che cosa è questo?

My size is.... ______________La mia taglia è.....

I want this _______________ Voglio questo.....

Exange office/ money ______Cambio / Denaro

Wine/ Beer/ Water ________Vino / Birra / Acqua

Coffe / Milk / Tea __________Caffè / Latte / Te'

Sugar / Salt / Pepper _______Zucchero / Sale / Pepe 

Olive Oil / Vinegar     _______Olio d'oliva / Aceto

May I have the menu / bill,  please? ___ Mi può portare il menù / conto, per favore?

APPROACH TECHNIQUES:

I like you ____________Mi piaci

Love _______________Amore 

I love you  ___________Ti amo

Honey ______________Tesoro 

Kiss ________________Bacio

Do you like me? ______Ti piaccio?

Lips ________________Labbra

Kiss me _____________Baciami

You have so beautiful eyes ___ Hai degli occhi bellissimi

I don't like you _____________Non mi piaci

You are handsome __________Sei bello / sei un figo

You are pretty ______________ Sei bella / sei figa

Are you enjoying yourself? ________Ti stai divertendo?

Do you want to dance with me? ____Vuoi ballare con me?

Don't even think about it __________Te lo puoi scordare

It's very hot in here, don't you think? ___ Fa caldo qui, non credi?



Yes, it is. Let's get out and have some fresh air! ___ SI, andiamo fuori a prendere un po' d'aria!

I can give you a lift home if you want  ___________ Posso accompagnarti a casa se vuoi

Oh, help me to get rid of that man/ woman _______ Oh, levami questo uomo / donna di torno per

                                                                                                favore

He is boring _____________________ ____________Mi annoia

ADVANCED  APPROACH  TECHNIQUES:

I want to make love with you! _____Voglio fare l'amore con te

Did you like it? _________________Ti è piaciuto?

Let's do it one more time _________Facciamolo ancora

I pratice safe sex ________________Io pratico sesso sicuro

It was supposed to be only a kiss __Doveva essere solo un bacio

PHRASES WE HOPE YOU'LL NEVER USE:

We are in iTALY, aren't we? ____________Siamo in Italia, vero?

I was needing a toilet, but it's too late __  Dovevo andare al bagno, ma non fa niente

Wasn't it a toilet? ____________________Non era un bagno?

I want to smoke a last cigarette _________Voglio l'ultima segaretta?

Kill me gently please _________________ Mi ammazzi con cortesia, la prego



USEFULL NUMBERS:

polizia 

taxi 

ospedale

CONTACT

 

PRESIDENT:

Roberta Dainese    +39 3288537246
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